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ABSTRACT

In this paper we explore deep convolutional neural networks pre-

trained on ImageNet along with transfer learning mechanism to

detect if an area has been a�ected by a �ood in terms of access.

We worked in two tasks with di�erent datasets. The �rst dataset

contains images from social media and the goal is to identify di-

rect evidence for passability of roads by conventional means. The

second dataset contains high resolution satellite imagery of par-

tially �ooded areas and the goal is to identify sections of roads

that are potentially blocked. For both tasks, we used visual infor-

mation only and our best models achieved averaged F1-Score value

of 64.81% on the �rst task and 73.27% on the second task.

1 INTRODUCTION

Flooding events demand fast response. Rescue and medical teams

should move fast to the a�ected points and bring victims to safety

in a timely manner. Unfortunately, roads may be a�ected by the

�ood in terms of access. Automatic road passability recognition

aids the support planning that will mitigate the impact of disasters.

The “Multimedia Satellite Task 2018” studies the problem of road

passability classi�cation, namely whether or not it is possible to

travel through a �ooded region. Two tasks were proposed depend-

ing on the source of information. In the �rst task, we should take

advantage of the high popularity of social media and �lter those

information which provide direct evidence for passability of roads.

In the second task, we receive high resolution satellite imagery of

partially �ooded areas and the goal is to identify if it is possible to

go from a point A to a point B. More details can be found in the

task overview [1].

2 APPROACH

The dataset for the social media task consists of 7,387 images and

the dataset for the remote sensing task consists of 1,664 satellite

images. As the size of the dataset is limited, we decided to use the

transfer learning mechanism in both cases in a similar work�ow:

images are received as input, pre-trained convolutional neural net-

works (CNNs) are used for feature extraction (Section 2.1), arti�cial

neural networks (ANNs) predict labels (Section 2.2), and an ensem-

ble is constructed of individual classi�ers (Section 2.3).

While in the social media subtask images are the only source of

information, in the remote sensing subtask we receive the images

along with two points A and B. The question is whether or not we

can go from point A to point B. Thus, we preprocess the images to

embed these points within the image (Section 2.4).
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2.1 Transfer Learning Mechanism

Many advanced CNN architectures have been trained on ImageNet

and are currently available. We selected 10 of them as feature ex-

tractors: DenseNet121 [5], DenseNet169 [5], DenseNet201 [5], In-

ceptionResNetV2 [8], InceptionV3 [9],MobileNet [3], ResNet50 [4],

VGG16 [7], VGG19 [7], Xception [2]. We also studied if global fea-

ture based approaches extracted with Lire [6] could provide any

signi�cant advantage to the pre-trained models, but since no im-

provement was achieved, we decided to use only features extracted

from CNNs.

We replaced the architecture prediction layers with new ANN

models, which are responsible for returning the classi�cation la-

bels. For the social media subtask, the output labels account for (i)

no evidence, (ii) evidence/not passable, and (iii) evidence/passable.

For the remote sensing subtask, the output labels account for (i)

passable, and (ii) non passable. That said, ANNs in the former sub-

task have three units, whereas ANNs in the latter have only two.

The output layers use softmax activation function.

2.2 Prediction Layer Models

Two approaches performed best on our 5-fold cross validation anal-

ysis of prediction layers. They are hereby calledModel1 andModel2.

Model1 is an ANN having only one hidden layer with 512 nodes.

Each node uses ReLU as activation function. We added a Dropout

layer with a dropout ratio of 50% in the hidden layer, and l2 regu-

larization to prevent over�tting.

Model2 is an ANN having two hidden layers. The �rst has 2048

nodes and the second has 128. Nodes in hidden layers use ReLU as

activation function, and l2 as regularization. We dropped out 80%

of the connections between input layer and the �rst hidden layer.

We also added a dropout ratio of 50% in each hidden layer.

2.3 Ensemble

We have 10 CNN architectures to extract features and 2 ANN ar-

chitectures for prediction. Therefore, for each image we have 20

class predictions, each prediction is a vector of three �oating point

numbers in the social media task and two �oating point numbers

in the remote sensing task.

To create an ensemble, we concatenate the class predictions and

use logistic regression to map the 20×3 = 60 dimension vector to 3

output classes in the social media task, and to map the 20× 2 = 40

dimension vector to 2 output classes in the remote sensing task.

2.4 Preprocessing Satellite Images

In Figure 1 we illustrate all the steps to preprocess the satellite im-

ages. In Figure 1(a) we show one of the images in the development

dataset. Figures 1(b-d) have marks added for illustrative purposes
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(a) Original (b) Marks Added (c) Cropped (d) Rotated

Figure 1: Preprocessing steps using the points A and B. In (a) we show an original image as given by the organizers. In (b) we

add blue, red, and yellow marks to represent the points A, B, and the midpoint between A and B, respectively. We also draw a

circunference centered in the midpoint that has diameter equal to the distance between A and B. In (c) we crop the image to

include the entire circunference. In (d) we rotate the image to have A in the left side and B in the right side.

and to clarify the explanation, we did not really add these marks

to the image provided to the CNNs. Blue and red marks represent

the inputted A and B points, respectively. Our ultimate goals is to

place these points in �xed locations, so the model could learn how

to �nd a path between them. We follow by describing each step.

(1) We �rst compute a point C which is halfway between A

and B as shown by the yellow mark in Figure 1(b).

(2) We compute a circunference centered in C that have the

distance between A and B as diameter. Observe in Fig-

ure 1(b) that only a small area of the image is inside the

circunference and that the area outside is not helpful to

answer whether there is a path between A and B. This ob-

servation occurs in several cases.

(3) We crop the image to keep only the circunscript square as

shown in Figure 1(c).

(4) We rotate the image around C to place A in the left side

where the circunference touches the circunscript square,

andB in the right side counterpart, as shown in Figure 1(d).

3 RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

During the training phase, we evaluated the models using 5-fold

cross validation. We selected the four best models and the ensem-

ble to submit to the organizers, which performed their analysis on

unseen data and reported the results back to us. Table 1 and Ta-

ble 2 present the results using the averaged F1-Score metric for

the social media and remote sensing subtasks, respectively.

In the social media task, the ensemble produced the best results,

obtaining F1-Score of 64.81% against 62.93% yielded by ResNet50,

the best individual model. In the remote sensing task, the ensem-

ble achieved 71.72% while the best individual model DenseNet121

reached 73.27%. We believe there is room for improvement if we

tune the ensemble again, or if we replace the logistic regressor by

other classi�cation methods.

4 CONCLUSION

We used pre-trained CNNs as a starting point to create models that

predict if it is possible to travel through a �ooded area.

Table 1: Evaluation results for the �ood classi�cation task

from social multimedia images. We highlight in bold the

best result, which was achieved by the ensemble.

CNN Arch. ANN Arch. Averaged F1-Score (%)

DenseNet201 Model1 62.82

VGG19 Model1 60.92

Resnet50 Model1 62.93

DenseNet169 Model1 62.91

Ensemble - 64.81

Table 2: Evaluation results for the �ood classi�cation task

from satellite imagery. We highlight in bold the best result,

which was achieved by DenseNet121 with Model1.

CNN Arch. ANN Arch. Averaged F1-Score (%)

MobileNet Model1 56.82

MobileNet Model2 68.63

InceptionV3 Model2 62.69

DenseNet121 Model1 73.27

Ensemble - 71.72

We combined features extracted from 10 CNNs with 2 models

based on ANNs for prediction, then we build an ensemble by con-

catenating the predicted classes and using logistic regression to

map them to a new output. This ensemble achieved best results in

the social media task, but not in the remote sensing. Our results

support the idea that transfer learning mechanism and ensemble

are promising approaches for both tasks.
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